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1, E. MULL: Our topic for this- hour, as arranged to tbi
p

g ewiri-s—wrhe=tfae--o-f—tbe—Spi-r1-t=of—Prrepherry-in_our
.
Ten-nbing_

of- Bible and Bistory.I' Elder Danielle is haze With us this

mornini

to fulfill his promise toHour teaoharethat be would zive_ us a talk
along this line, and I am sure the opportunity of considering this
question further will be greatly appreciated.
A. G. ',SMELLS: I have been ,a little =certain in My own
mind as to just what line it would be best to.

There ja eo

much in this that it can not be fully presented in one
I would asgamaxmwasx regret missing the mark and lta

' d
that

which would not be of most interest to you; and so I finally de=oided that I would prefer to have a round-tattle talk,
prefer to have you question me and then I would try to ane

uoh

points as are of most interest to you. I. may not be able.to., gi ve
another talk here, and you probably' mould not have tho time,- and
so I would like to make this hour most profitable. I will present
one or two points as briefly as 1cab to start with, and then I,
will just open the way for questions.
First of all 'I want to reiterate what Istated in the talk
I gage some evenings ago on this subjeot,--that I do not want to
say one word that will destroy confidence in this-: giftito this _
people. I do nct want to create doubts. I do not wait to in any
ray depreciate the value of -the writings of the spirit of prophecy.,-:
I have no doubt in my own mind. I do not know whether every man
nor. say that or not, but I can say it with all honesty. I have had
[perplexities through the forty years I have been in the ministry.

have found things similayto thattg.whiok.inter Signed szLitato
writings,--hard to be understood. :sioU know-Peter sai‘thatt and I
have had __personal. testimonies come ,toy me. that ...0.0old.not,under
7-:
.
_
•-s
stand. That is a remarkabloatht
f-rWrflitnAcl.:
a message as that? But that is nwhat=nearly all doubters hark back
to- when. they- gat away from,. u*,--thay:,gctt test/ may: they • oould, not_
understand and believe.
belied to atid
from the Lord's ,standpointt and se:49 not 'mow,as muck as the Lord
- '&7**qt4L'
knows about' ourselves; and so When` a reveals `_ things 'to us that-we do not underhand, it is be caUit e knowe,more about....0
tendency and clangors the:1'MS do,7OWSelves.;
The-:first one I got that threWaie inteeonfustmW4hargea
very strongly with sort of--Well, Vwill put it in t a:worst -form.
tendently to dOsineer

r my brethren in admiiikstrat ve Matters,

not giving them the freedom' of mind and thought that they were en„

titled to. I di& not understadd that, It"did..nofleeaso. :I asked' some of my good friends,- and they said they .never had, felt. it, -and
that threw me into, worse trouble.: Even

aurae

members of the Commit-

tee had never _seen that, , -net waaigto do? They were not the
right men for se te_get my:infarmatiCe from. I soon found that
there were some men mho believed that the message was right. , Inside
of a year or so I found a very strong tendency, under a bit of nervousness and weariness, to do that very thipg; so I got the message
out and'resead it prayerfully, and acknowledged it jo,the Lord,-..
and I am trying all the time to guard against any domineering spirit,
for I think it is a most abominable thing for a man in off ioe to
begin to lord it over people who are not in office; but it is in

-3human nature. You have heard the story of the Irishman who was
promoted to the position of foreman of a section gang. The next
morning he went out and said. to one of the men:
*Timothy O'Brien, come bere. 1..
When the man came, he said to himt, "/ discharge ye this morning, not because I have anything agln ye, but :to- flew - me authority, '
[Laughter]
Be had been put in officer and the very first thing, he wanted
to do was to show his authority..., That is human nature, but it is
not Christianity; and it is to be abominated and avoided by every
one who gets office, whether president of the General Conference,
or principal of a school, or head, a department in a school.,
should avoid that and give every man his -full rights and freedom
and liberty
As I said, I have-bet things that were ard_ to be understood,
but time has helped me to understand them, and I can honestly Say,
this morning, that I go along in this movement without any doubts
in my mind. When I take positions differing from other men, that
is rot proof that I am a doubter. I may be a doubter of their
views

or their interpretation, but that does not make me a doubter

of the spirit of prophecy. I may differ with a man about his interpretation of the Bible, bat that does not make me a doubter of
the Bible. But there are men who just hold me right up as a doubter
of the Testimonies because I take the position that the Testimonies
are not verbally inspired, and that they have been worked up by the
secretaries and put in proper grammatical shape. A few years ago
a can came onto the nominating committee and wanted tee kept out of
the presidency because I did not believe the Testimonies were verbany- ittiplret, —itt;:ieasetiaceause't-rdiffeted with hit on theory and
• .:
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interpretation; but I amttehne-to say whether I doubt the Testi-,
monies, am I not? [Voices: Yes, yesej And so areyOu. I want to
leave the impression that I am not trying in any way to put any
doubts in your mind.. And 0,'I wOUld-feil terribly- 4o have this
denomination lose its true, genuine,_ proper faith in this gift that
God gave to this thuroh in these maasageathat have coma to, us. I
--w ant that we shall-stay- by- this, olsarsthrongh tethe
[Amen]
Now with reference to the, tividenosat /-differwith some-of
the brethren who have put together proofs, or evidences of the gen
Uneness of this gift, in this respact,!--/ believe that the strongest
proof is found in the fruits of this gift to the church,. not in
physical and outward demonstrations.-- For instance, rhave heard
some ministennreach, and have seen it in writing, that Sister
White once carried a heavy Bible--I believe they:said it 'weighed
forty pounds--on her outstretched hand, and looking up toward the
heavens quoted texts and turned the leaves over and pointed to the
texts, with hereyes toward the-heavens:. • I do-not know whether
that was ever Anne or not. I ea, not sure, I did not see it, and
I do not know that I ever talked with anybody that did see it. But,
brethren, I do not count that sort of thing as a very great proof..
I do not think

that is the best kind of evidence. If I were a

stranger in an audience, and heard a preacher enlarging on that,
I would have my doubts. That is, I would want to know if he saw
2
it. He would have to say, No, he never did. Then I would ask,
*Did you ever see the-man that did see it?• And he would have to
answer, "No, I never did,"
Well, just how much of that is genuine, and how much has
crawled into the story?--I do not know. But I do not think that is
the kind of proof we want to use. It has been a long time since I
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have brought forward this sort of thing,--no breath in the body,
and the eyes wide open. That may have accompa4ed the exercise of'
this gift in the early days, but it surely did not in the latter
days, and yet I believe this gift wasX2Xmirek just as genuine and
exercised just the same through these later years as in the early
years.
C. P. BOLLMAN: Isn't the same thing true of the Bible? Can't
you size it up- and belieme it becanaa,of its fruit,* what it does„
and not because of the supernatural things related in it?
A. G. DANIELLE: Yes. For instance, I would not take the
story of David killing a lion and a bear, or of Samson killing a
lion, and herald that to unbelievers or strangersespiroof that
the Bible was inspired, especially about Samson. Here is the way
I would want to teach the boys and girls: I would want to'begin
with the beginning of this movement. At that time here was a gift
given to this person; and with that ift'to that individual, at
the same time, came this- movement of the three-fold message. They
came right together in the same year. That gift was exercisedsteadily and powerfully in the development of this movement. The
two were inseparably connected, and there was instruction given
regarding this movement in all its phases through this gift, clear
through for seventy years.
Then, in my own mind, Z look the phases over. We will take
one pn the Bible. What shall be the attitude of the people in this
movement toward the Bible? We know that that should be our authoriiy
without a creed and without the higher criticism. This is the Book.

The position we hold today is the right position, we believe,--to
magnifythis Book, to get our instruction from this Book, and to
preach this Book. The whole plan of redemption, everything that is
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necessary to salvation, is in this Book, and we do not have to go
to anything outside of the Book to be saved. That has been the
attitude -of the-Spirit- of prophecy towartithis teeek from the beginring, hasn't it? rVeiees: Yes.] And I suppose we can give credit
--to --that - gift -ferieunttitute-toward-tha.33ock_as

much as to any

influenee that- anyhedy has exercised. ,
Wow take the doctrines of the Bible-: In all the other reformations that came up, the leaders were unable to rightly distinguish
between all error and truth,--the-Sabbath day,- Baptism, the nature
of man, etc.,-and so they openly taught errors from this book. But
now, when we come to this movement, we find the wonderful power of
discrimination on the part of the spirit of prophecy, and I do not
know of a single truth in this Book that is set aside by the
spirit of prophecy, nor a single biblical or theological error that
-came down through the dark ages that has been fostered by the
spfritiof prophecy and pressed-upChthe.peeple that we have to discredit when we

=Be

to. this Book. The doctrines of baptism, the

law-, the- place. and value- and dignity of the. Holy Spirit in the
church, and all the other teachings that we have, have been magnified by this gift among us.
Take another line,--the activities of the church. were is our
attitude toward foreign missions or world evangelism. Who among us
has ever exercised greater influence than this gift in behalf of
world evangelism?
Take the question of liberal, unselfish support of the work.
Lien you go to those writings, you find them full of exhortations,
and if we would live them out better than we do our gifts would
be greater, and our progress wd;le be more rapid.

'1193
-7Then take our attitude on our service that we are to renier
to our fellowman, Christian help work,--all those activities where
a Christian should -be a real blessing,-an unseltish-individual in'.
the community to help people in their sorrows and Misfortunes,
their poverty and sickness; anal every "MIT that they noc1-4aelp-,
We and that-the writings of the spirit of prophecy abound with
exhortations to an-unselfish life in living:among our fellowmen.
missionaryTake the question of health and the medicalA work , and all
these activities, and take the service that should be put- forth In
behalf of the young

Where do you find in any movement that we

read about where better instruction has been given as to the attention that should be given to the young people. Take - the question of education: . Why, brethren, none of our teachers ever have
stood in AsfaxmaxaftIkimmaxi advance of the counsel, that good
wholesome instruction, that we find in the spirit of prophecy.
Those things I point to as-reailythe convincing evidence
of the origin of this gift, and the genuineness or it,--not to
S.70.2.6

Emma ocular.rdemonstrations that a few people have secn, I

have no objections to persons speaking of those; but in close work
with students I certainly would take the time to note down all
these actual facts and hold the: before the students, and show that
-from the beginling of this movement there has been inseparably and
intimately and forcefully and aggressively connected with it this
gift that has magnified everythiAg good and has ism discounted, I
think, everything bad. And if that is not evidence of the souroe
of this gift among us, then I do not know what would be evidence.
W. E. HOWELL: I am sure theteachers would like to have some
suggestions on the use of the spirit of prophecy and its writings
in their teaching work.

A. G. DANIELLS: Well, give me a question that will be definite,
in a particular way.
C. L. TAILOR:, I would like to ask you to, disease for us the
exegetical value of the Testimonies. Of courSe I think-it is
_generally unierstoad by_us that there are many tests to which she
makes no reference. There are many texts that she explains, and
there may be other explanations, that are equally true that she does,
not touch. But my question is really this: May we accept the
explanations of scripture that she gives? Are those' dependable?
A, G. DANIELLS: I have always felt that they were. It may be
in
thatA some very critical matters there nay be some difficulties; but
I have used the writings for years in a way to clarify or elucidate
the thought in the texts of scripture. Take 'Desire of Ages" and
"Patriarchs and Prophets.* In reading them through I have found
many instances of good illumination.
Does that answer your question? Do you meaa whether students
should resort to the writings for their interpretation of the Bible,
or to get additional light? That is to say, is it necessary to have
these writings in order to understan he Bible? must we go to her
explanations to get our meaning of the. Bible? Is that the question
or is that involved in it?
C. L, TAYLOR: Not directly, but possibly indirectly. But I
will give a more concrete example. we will suppose that a student
comes for help on a certain scripture, and wants to know what it
means. Is it proper for the teacher to explain that scripture,
with perhaps other scriptures illurinating the text, and then briny
in the spirit of prophecy also as additional light on the text?
Or autpo:c two students direr on the meaning of a text, and they

come to the teacher to find out what it means: Should the teicher
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explain the text and then usd the Testimonies to support the position he takes? Or take still a third case: Suppose that two brethren, both of them believers in the Testimonies, and of course be
lienrs in the Bible primarily, metxtiley have a difference of opinion on a certain text: Is it right, for them in their study of that
text to bring- in the_ Spirit of propheoly to_ aid in their understand-.
ing of it, or should they leave that out of Xktir the quest-fen
entirely?
A. G. DANIELLE: On that first point, I think this, that we
are to get our interpretation from this Book, primarily. I think
that the Book explains itself, and I think we can understand the
Book, fundamentally, through the Book, without resorting to the
Testimonies to prove. up on it.
W.

HOWELL: The Spirit of prophecy-says the Bible is its

own expositor.
A. G. DANI?LLS: Yes, but I have heard ministers say that the
of prophecyis the interpreter of'the Bible, I heard it
pre,echediat'the General Confereneeesome-yeare agee when. it was said
that the only way we could understand the Bible was through the
writings of the spirit of prophecy.
J. N. ANDERSON: And he also said 'infallible Interpreter.*
C. 1J, SORENSON: That expression has been, canceled. That is
not our position.
A. G. DANIELLS: It is not our position, and it is not right
that the spirit of prophecy is the only safe interpreter of the
Bible. That is a false doctrine, a false, view. /t will not -tend.
Thy, wy friends what would all the people have done from John's day
down to the present if there were no way to understand the Bible

1196
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the writings of the
position to take: That is

through

terrible

spirit of prophecy! It is a
false, it is error.

It is

positively- dangerousi What-do -those-people do- over in Roumania/
We have hundreds of Sabbath-keeprs there who have not seen a book
-on

the spirit of Prophsoyi---What do- thosepeepae imr0hina do-?

Can't they understand this Book only as we get the interpretation
through the spirit of prophecyand:then take it:to them? That is,
heathenish:
L. L. CATTINESS; Do you understand that the early believers
got ak their understanding from the Hible, or did it come through
the spirit of prophecy?
A. G. DANIELLS: They got their knowledge of the Scriptures
as they went along through the Scriptures themielves. It pains me
011•11.11....

to hear the way some people talk, that the spirit of prophecy led
out and gave all the instruction, all the doctrines, to the pioneers,
and they accepted them right along. That 18 not according to the
writings themselves, "Early Writings." We are told, how they didk
they searohed these scriptures together and studied and.prayed
over them until they got together on them. Sister White says in
her works that for a long time she could not understand, that her
mind was looked over these things, and the brethren worked their
way along. She did not bring to this movement the Sabbath truth.
She opposed the Sabbath truth. It did not seem right to her when
Brother Bates presented it to her. But she had help from the Lord
awl wnen that clear knowledge was given her in that way, she was a
weak child, and could not understand theology, but she had a clear
outline given to her, and from that day to her death she never
wavered a minute. But the Lord did not by revelation give to.
another all that He had given in this Book. He gave this Book, and.

He gave men brains and thinking power to study'the Book.
I would not, in my class work, give out the idea:at all to students that they cannot understand. this book only through the writ.
ings of Sister White. I would hold outto students. as
preachers, aal in ministerial meetings, the necessity of getting
our understanding of the Bible. from the Bible itself, and using the
spirit of propheoy to.enlarge.our view. I..tell:them-not
to be lazy—
,
about studying the Book, and not ta'rtiovisZer around *fir
i SOM.!
thinr that has been written on a point that they can just swallow".
without study. I think that would -be a very dangerous'thing :jot_
our ministers to get into that :habit. And there are some, :l must - _
confess, who will bunt-around to find a statement in theyeatimonies,
and spend no time in deep study of the Book. They donot have a
taste for it, and if they can look around and find something that
is already made out, they are glad to pick that up and go along
without etudying the Bible. The earnest study of the Bible is the
security, the safety of a man -Bennet come to, the book itself and
get it by careful study, and then whatever he finds in the spirit
of prophecy or any other writings that will help him and throw
light and clarify his vision on it,--that is alright. Does that
cover your point?
O. L. TAYLOR: It does to a certain extent; and yet ,when you
take tht case of those two brethren who accept the Bible and the
Testixonie -, but still have a difference of interpretation that

they want help on,--is it right for them to use the-Testimonies
in their study of that text, as tell as the Bible?
A. G. DANIELLS: I think it is right to take the whole trend

of teaching and thoucht that is put throush the Teetimonies on that
subject, If I am perplexed about a text, and in my study of the

spirit of
of prophecy I find something that makes dt olear;- I take
that., I think Brother Prescott illustrates that in this matter of
Matthew-84,-of-which
prophecy.
W. W.- PRES-OaTT-: For - two or three yetkre spent a lot

t Lae

in the study of the 8th Chapter of Baniel,'to get what I thought
proper
to he the A interpretation of that chapter: Z tot up.-to the point
one time-where I felt that I must get that clearer, where I could
use it, and I made it the special subject of,prayer. -;,Lwas over
in England,

IxwasxmaixtaxXxsimag; stopping at the home of a

brother there. It came to me juit'like a voice, "Read whet it says intPatriarchs and Prophets* on - that subject:" 'T turned-r
around to a tool case back - of me; and to kup *Patriarchs and -i
prophets* and began to look through it. I dame right to the chapter
that dealt with the subject, and f_found exactly the thing I wanted
to clarify my mind on that subject.' It greatly helped me. That,
Brother. Danielle, is my own. personal experience over this matter
that Brother Taylor raises.;
' In connection -with what Brother Taylor has asked, I would like
to suggest this, Whether a comment on the spirit of prophecy upon
s the Authorized Version establishes that aversion as the oorrect
version against the RevisecLtersion, where the reading is changed;
and if one accepted the Revised Version, it would throw out-the
comment made in the spirit of prophecy. I have a definite case in
mind.
A.

G.

DANIELLE: Just in adJition to that other point: T had

a simi-nr experience when I :vas in ru:cpe the latit time, when I was
greatly exercised about the fin4 r=h 4 np: of this work. I felt so

anxious about it, and I said, *Lord, what is the vital, important
thing necessary to get this work finishedt• I was at ?riedensau,
and. in my room praying earnestly over that matter. -Andton_my knees
I took this little book, "Christi" Object Lessons,* and becran to
read:- f had reams ygot-wear-p with prayer, aiti -stopped to read.-a-----

and the first thinz I found was: this: plot verified[witt

li4

the book]

/receive the Spirit of,Christ, you Will grow

and bring forth fruit. Your faith will increase, your convictions
deepen, your love be made perfect. The fruit of the Spirit is
love, joy, peace, etc., This fruit can never perish. ten the
fruit is brought forth, immediately He putteth in the sickle because
the .naheat is ripe.- That is the finish f the work. Christ is
waiting with longing desire for the manifestation of Himself in
His church, When the character of Christ shall be perfectly reproduced in His people, then He will come to claim His own, It is
the privilege of every Christian not only to look for but to hasten
the coming of the Lord Jesus Christ. Were all who profess His name
bearing fruit to His glory, how quickly the whole world 'would- be
sown with the seed of the gospel;" Quickly the last great harvest
•

would be ripened, ani Christ would come to gather the, precious
grain,"
I just stayed there on my knees and praised God for that gleam
of light that came to me. It took that text in Mark,. *When the
fruit is brought forth, immediately He putteth in the scikie because

the harvest is come.'

It shows lust the steps to take. I have felt

irons that day to this that this denominations should be on its knees
pntyinfz. for the infillinz of the Holy Spirit, that we night quickly
finish the work.

-14-So, Brother Taylor, I would feel that the view that would be
made clear by the notes in the spirit of prophecy would be the
safe view to take.

•

W. E. HOWELL: I had a little experience on that same point - that
came to me during this Conference, and it male an imprestion on my
mLni. I have aleays claimed a part of the fifth chapter of Hebrews for tne teacher. I have resorted to it many timee for help from a'
teacher's vieepoint.

Last week- we were studying,here the divine-

call to teach, and I resorted to this chapter for some tboueht, and
In connection with it-I read a comment in the spirit of prophecy,
think the Spirit of the Lore led me to it. It says this is for
the teacher:, "He /kat who seeks to transform humanity must himself
understand humanity." I thought that was good for the teacher.
"Only through sympathy, faith and love can men be reached and tiplifted.. Here Christ steeds revealed as the ISaiter-Teacher. Of
all that ever dwelt on the earth, He alone has perfect understand
ing of the human soul." Then comes this scripture from the fifth
of Hebrews: "We have nat a high priest—Master-Teacher, for the
priests were teachers--that can not be touched with the feelings
of our infOrmities, one that hath not.been in all points tempted
like as we are." That brolight a flash of light on the fifth chapter of Hebrews I had never Teeeived before. Then I took that idea
of the high-priest being a maeter-teheher, and I found the best
outline of the qualifications of a teacher I could find in any one
place in the Bible; and now I claim the whole of the fifth chapter
for the teacher.
E. M. WILUOX: I have a paragraph here I would like to read.
Thiv is so comeletely in harmony with what Brother Danielle hes
expressed that I thought I would like to read it. James White, in
the Review of 1851, wrote this, and it was republished again foUr
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-years later, as expressing what he considered the denominational
view with respect to the Testimonies baok there:.
"GIFTS OF THE GOSPEL CHURCH"
"The

gifts of the Spirit should all have their proper ;laces.

Tne Bible is an everlasting rock, It is our rule of faith and
practice. In it ;re man of God is 'thoroughly furnished unto all
good works.' If every member af the church of Christ was hely,
. and searched, the Holy
harmleas, and separate from- winders))
Scriptures diligently and with =Leah prayer for duty, with the aid of
the Holy Spirit, we think,

they would be able to learn their

whole duty in *all good morksY Thus 'the man of God may be
,perfect.' But as the reverse exists, and ever has

existed, God in

much mercy has pitied the weakness of his people, and has set the
gifts in the gospel church to correot our errors, and to lead us to

they arefor the 'perfecting of
the saints,' 'till we all come'in the unity of the faith.' The

his living Word. Pau-I-lays that

extreme neoeseity of the ohurdh'in its, imperfect state is Godte
opportunity to manifest, the Spirit.
"Every Christian is therefore in duty bound to take the 31ble
as a perfect

rule of faith and duty. He should pray fervently to

be aided by the Holy Spirit in searching the Scriptures for the whole
truth, an: for his whole duty. He is not at liberty to turn from
them to learn his duty through any of the gifts. We say that the
very moment he does, he places the gifts in a wrong place, and takes
an extremely dangerous position. The Word should be in front, the
eye of the church should be placed upon it, as the rule to ealk
by, and the fountain of eisdcm, from which tc learn duty in 'arl good
orks,' But if a portion of the church err from the truths of the
Bible, and become weak and sickly, and the flock become scattered, -

-15so that it seems necessary for God to employ thy- gifts of the
Spirit to correct, revive, and heal the erring, -wt.should let him
work. -- Yea; mare, - we should- pray -for- -him-to --work; - ncloples,d
earnestly that he woold work by the Spirit's power, and bring the
szet-tered elostop to -Ms. -fold. Praise th-etrd, he- sal 3i8rk4

---

Amens

--Review and lerf-Alod of rU 21,_ 1851,
"We wrote the above article on the gifts of:the gospel church
four years since. St was published in the first volume of the
Review. One object 10 republishing itis that cur readers may see
for themselves flat our position has ever been on this subject,
that they may be better prepared to dispose of the statements, of
those who seek to 1.njure•us.
"The position that the Bible, and the Bible alone, is therul e
of faith and duty, does not shut out the. i gifts. which God set in
the church.- To reject them is shutting out that part of the
Bible which presents thew. We say, Let us have a whole Bible, and
let that, and. that alone, be our rule of faith and duty._ Place :the
gifts where they belong, and-all is harmony."--Review and Herald
of October. 3, 1854.
T. W. PRESCOTT: How should we use the writings of the spirit of
prophecy as an authority by which to settle historioal questions?
A. G. DANIELLS: Well, now, as I understand it, Sister Mite
never claimed to to an authority on history, and never claime..1

to

be a d
- ogmatic teacher on theolog:. - She never outlined a course of
the32.ogy, like 'Ira. Eddy's book on teaching. She just gave out
fragmentary statements, but left the vastors and evangelists and
preaohrs to wor's out al: tbest. probie's cf a:ripture and of theology
and of. history. She never matte' t he an authority on history;

and as I have understood it, there tb; history t-

related to ti":3

-
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interpretation of prophecy was Clear and expressive, she wove it
into her writings; but I have always understood that, as far as
she was oeneereee, she wee ready to correct in revision such statenents to she thought" should be carrected. I have never gone to her
writines, aal taken the history thet I found in her -siting!, as

the positive statement of history regarding the fulfillment of
prepheeY.

I do not know how others may view that, but I have felt

that I should deal with - history in the same way that.I am exhorted
to deal with the Bible,--prove it all carefully and thoroughly,
andtherelet her go on and maks such revisions from time to time as
seem best.
Just one wore thought: Now -you know aomathing about that
little book, "The Life of Paul." You know the difficulty we ect
Int o about that. We could never claim inspiration ir the whole

thought and makeup of the book, because it hai been thrown aside
beoause it was badly put together.

Credits sere net given to the

proper authorities, and some of that crept into "The Great eontroverey,'--the lack of credits; and la the revision ci that book
those things were carefully run down and made rizht. Persons'
that has never shaken my faith, but there are men who have been
greetly hurt by it, and I think it is because they claimed too tea

for tnese writings. Just as Brother White Heys, therais a danger
in going awayfrom the nook, and claiminm toe mil3h. Let ie have
its full .:eight, just as Sod has fixed it, and then I think we
stand without being shaken when some of these thines do eeeear
that wo can not harmonize with ors theory.
7. W. TRESCOTT: There is annther experience that ylcc knc7 of
that apelies to enat Brother Taylor has becueht •en.

Some of the
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brethren here remember Very well a serious controversy over the interpretation of the 8th chapter of Daniel, and there were some of
:the bxptt6.colowhoLuseSeeeet ru4
t z aIvae---aga-inet:tr=waso*.o
and they took her writings,:tO4t1d:iteir
celled the new
_.
o—;
__positthnr !
btreanstretdth
eem
he wrot-tnothse-rn--i
uee

her writings to settle that controversy._ y think that li?it

to be remembered' as being her own Counsel when brethren,thatdid,
claim to believe the Bible and the spirit of prophecy were divided
over an interpretation, and it wasoaMatter of public -controversy.,
J. N. ANDERSON: • How far would you take that word_ froze Sister 'bite to o a general statement about her writingsisjo,,000
A. G. DAN/ELLS: I think it was especially'on the. case then,
but I think we have to, use the same 4UdgMent:about Usinvherwritinge_,
in other cases.
C.,A. StOIL: Just how'shall we use the Testimonies in the
line
class room? What-shall be our attitude toward them in theA ktext ofhistory, especially? Before- I knew that there was any statement
in the spirit of prophecy raga ding the experience of:John, I stated
to the class that there was a tradition that John had been thrown
into a caldron of boiling oil, and a student immediately produced
that statement in the -Testimonies that John was thrown into the
boiling oil. Now, I want to Igloo, Was she given a divine revelation that John was thrown into a vat of boiling oil?

No- another quostion, on the taking of Babylon. Yrs. Whits in
the :brit of prophecy mention; that Babylon ;Caps taken according to
the historian, by the turning aside of the waters. ,Modern scholarship says it was not taken that •:ay. 'Fat simmld be our att itude
in rsg~ rcL to such

tb
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MRS. WILLIAMS: We have that question to meet every year.
E. F. ALBERTSWORTH: I have been confronted in my classes by
atudentsTwhO came with the Testimonies and endeavor to settle a
question by quoting where she says, nI hate been shown," They
said that_ol_a41 taiage that must settle the matter. I have wanted
to 24x94 know what attitude we should take on a quostisn of that
kind.
C. P. BOLLMAN: Wouldn't that latter question require a concrete examplet
A. G. DANIELLS: Yee, I think it would.
some of
E. F. ALBERTSWORTH: I do not recall the example; outA the
students Woad say that meant she had a direct revelation, and
others would say that meant that she was shown by people around
her.
A. G. DANIELLE: I do not think that is what she means when she
says that.

When she was shown, it was by the.angel or the revela-

tion that was made to her. I feel sure that was her meaninz.
E. F. ALBERTSWORTH: I have found students who had doubts
about that.
W. G. WIRTH: Suppose we do have a conflict between the authorized and revised versions?
A. G. DANIELLE: That question was up before. You must not
count me an authority for I am just like you in the matter. I have
to form my own opinions. I do not think Sister White meant at all

to establish the xamstmxIcertainty of a translation. I do not
think she had that in mind, or had anythinz to do with putting her
seal of apt:, reval on the authorized version or on the revised version

when the quoted that, .She uses whichever version helps to bring
out tne thought she has most clearly.
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With reference to thin historical matter, i cannot say any.m,16-

auil,

I

that

I never hay° u:Ilsilsta33 that Sis-

te:J ;nite uniert__k to s3Ltle hiatorsola clueetienz. I visited bar
tatter of the "daily," and I

Oncs :Tier

alorz

i t..:

that old ohart,--as early a chart as we have access to,-:fie chart tlqat rider Haskell se)lis,

37-L9AN:

P. C. DA:IFLIST. Yes,

that stIme. chart. I took that and

1,1d it on her lap, and I took Early- 7ritings"

any then

I

read It to her,'

toild her of the controversy. I spent a long tiv.e rith

her. It was one of her days *hen she vas feeling cheery and
rested, and 30 I esolained it to her qtAite fully. I said, "Now
here you say that you ware shown that the.vier of the 'daily'
that the brethren held was correct. Now," I said, "there are two
parts here in this 'daily' that you quote. One is this period of
time, the 2300 years,-and the other is what the *daily ' itself
was.'
I

rent over that with her, an •.t every tiro, as quick as I would

come to that

she would say, "Chi, I.kno :-hat-:as shomn

that that period of 2330 days was liaed, and that there would be
nc. definitetie after that. The brethren wer7. right 11,en they
reached that 1844 data."
Then I Toald leave that,Jani I woul
,fl she

;a on about this 'Daily."

"Brother Dasfmlle, 13o not 1,1107: what that 'da ily'

is, :bather it is paganism or nhrist's ministry. That was not
tha thing that was ahcmn me."

she would ;a into that twilirht

zone right acay. Then when I Sic-al' come back to the 23c:- years,
she

zoal: straighten rlc-'nt

and say, rTnat is th

tlitn7 we never

can :love av-ay from. 1 tell you, you never can :rove away from thnt
2303 year period. It was shown to me that that was fixed."
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And I believe it was, brethren.. You might just as will try

to move me out of the world as to tip to move me on that questions.-not -because-she - saye-it.-but I,believe-iteasbleartshowntnber_
by the Lord. gut on this other, when she 'says she:emenotlehosh
chat-thy -11 14i17L wet, I telleve-thati:-and-T-take-siosAly Wafflings*
,fizing:that period. That is "•
on that question of the "daily,,
the thing she talks about; and I takethe-Hible

-

take the Bible as to what the odailys..iteelf:is.
So. when it comes to those historical questions about the taking of Babylon, I think this, brethren, we ought not to let every
little statement in history thatme find lead us-away from the
spirit of prophecy. Vounnow histeriand, contradiot each -Other,'
.
don't you? . Of !curse your work, is to get back, get back , al back'
to the fountain head, the original thing; and when you get back
do not
there, and get it purfeotly clear, Ia lexast believe that if Sister
White were here to speak to you today, she would authorize you to

take a historical fact, supposed to be -a faot,'that she had-incorporated

in the book, and put it up against an actual thing in

history. We talked with her about that whentreat Controversy"
was being revised, and I have letters in my file in the vault there
where we were warned against using Sister White as a historian.'
She never claimed to be that. We were warned against setting up •
statements found in her writings against the various history that
there is on a fact. That is where I stand. I do not have to meet
it/with students, and I do not have to-explain myself in a congregation. I suppose / have it easier than you teachers do.
W. W. PRESCOTT: On that very point you mention as to the cap-

ture of Babylon, one of the most recent editions of the Bible (7)
takes the position of-Herodotus against the

, and he says:
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"Why should we its discount the writings on parchment in fayor of
the writings on clay?"
A. G. DANIELLS: That is what I meant,--that we Should not allow every historical statement that we find that contradicts the
Testimonies to set us wild. If there are two authorities'of equal
value on that point, bring up the authority that is in harmony with
what we have.
C. A. SNULL: We- teachers have a greatHreepornibility ;au us .
to take the right attitude. If essay that a certain thine in the
Testimonies is not correct, students are likely to carry away the
impression that we do not have faithin the Testimonies.
A; G. DANIELLS: There are iSCTIvaysto hurtstudente-Iii4this

matter. One way is to discount the Testimonies and cast a little
bit of question and doubt on them. I would never do that, brethren,
in the school room. No-matter how much I was perplexed, I would
mover cast a doubt in the mind of a Student. I would take hours
to explain matters to ground the student in it. Casting doubts and .
reflections is one .way to hurt a student. Another way is to take
an extreme and-unwarranted position.' You can do that and pass it
over; but when that student gets out and gets in contact with
things, he may be shaken, and perhapsshaken clear out and away. I
think we shoulad be candid and honest and never put a elaim'forth
that is not well founded simply to- appear to believe. You will
have to be careful in giving this instruction, because many of the
students have heard from their parents things that are not so, and
they hear from preachers things that are not so, and so their foundation is false._
I must refer again to the attitude of A. T. take Jones. In his
heyday you know he just drank the whole thing in, and be would hang
•
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a man on a word. I have seen him take just a word in the Testimonies
and hang to it, and that would settle everything;--just a word. I
was with him when he made a disoovery,--or, if he didn't make it,
he appeared to make it,--and that was that there were words in the
Testimonies and writings of Sister thite.that Goddid not Units
order her to put in there, that there were words which she did not •
put in by divine inspiration, the Cord picking the words, but, that
somebody had helped to fix that up. And so he took two testimonies
and o:,-mpared them, andbe got into. great trouble. Be went on with
Dr. Kellogg, where he could just piok things to pieces.
F. V. WILCOX: Back An the tsolA or 70's a General Conference in
session pasat passed this resolutions —they said, we recognize that
the Testimonies have been prepared -under great preisure and stress
of circumstances, and that the Worsting is not always the happiest,
and we.recommend their-republication with such changes as will bring
them to a standard.

A. G. DANIILLS: I would like to get hold of that resolution..
Now,

brethren, I want to ask you bonestly"if there is a man here

who has had coubt created in your mind from my attitude and the
positions I have taken? [VOICES: Not No! Or is there one of
you that thinks I am shaky on the Testimonies?--I will not say that
thinks my position is not just right; for you might not agree with
me, but from what I have said, is_there a tendency to lead you to
believe that I am shaky, and that some time I will help to get you
away !ram the Testimonies? [Several- decided no's were beard.]
C. L. TAILOR: In your talk a Few evenings ago I agreed 100%
in everything you said. Today there is just one question in my mind.
A. G. DWELLS: Let us have it
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Cc L. TAYLOR: That is regarding those outward manifestations, those things of perhaps a miraculous nature,. ./ do not know
whether you- Intend- to carry the-impression that you- discredit- those _
or that you simply would not teach them. If it is that you would
nothord-them up as--proof -that the wo-r1-41rimapired4 -I-am heartily----__
in agreement with_that. On the other hand, if you take the position
that those things are not-. to be religion, that Elder Loughborough
and others are mistaken about these things, I should have to disagree
with you.
A. O. DANIELLS: No, I do not discount them nor disbelieve them;
but they are not the kind of evidence I would use with students or
pith unbelievers.
C. L. TAYLOR: I agree with that.
A. C. DANIELLS: I do not question:them. but I do not think
they are the best kind of evidence to produce. For instance, I do
not think the beet kind of proof for me to kiwi an audience on the
Sabbath question or the natare of man or baptism, As to go and read
Sister !rate's writings to them. I believe the. beat proof I can
give is the Bible. perhaps you will remember that it fell to me to
preach Sister White's funeral sermon; and if you will remember, I
took that occasion to give evidence of her high calling. I did not
give a long list of fruits and miraculous evidences. I knew the
the world in
matter would be published tox hundreds of papers, and I wanted to
give them something that would be a high authority, and this. is,
what I gave:
First, that she stood with the word of God-from Genesis to
Revelation in all its teehing.
Then, she stood with mankind in his highest endeavors to help
mankind,-elaborating on those points.
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That is what I mean, Brother Taylor; but T do not discount
those other things.
What I Want to know is thi

- brethren: -1000e-mrpositicm appear

to be of such a character that you would be led,to think I at shaky?
[VOICES: No:

If you thank it, just say it frftflu
iatt 1 do not

want to do -that but I have to be honeste--I,nan vet camouf
, lage in,
a thing like this. I have stood -through 1t about:Arerty-yeaiwunshaken, and I think it is a safe position; but if I were-driven to
take the position that some -de on the testimonies, I would be shaken.
[VOICE: That's rightt] I would not know where to stand, for I
can not say that white is black and black is white.
H. C. LACEY: To us there is no doubt that you believe the
Testimonies, but will you mind my adding another personal note to
it?
A. G. DANIELLE: No.
C. LACEY: It is thie: Those who have not heard you, as
-e

have here, and are taking the other side of the question,—

some of them are deliberately paying that neither you nor Professor
Presc,tt believe the Testimonies. For instance, I went out to
Mt. Vernon and I met the graduating class there, and when theesercises were over , I had a private teak with three or fleet of those
young people, and they told me that they certainly understood that
our General Conference men down here--they aid not mean me or
Brother Sorenson--did not believe the Testimonies.
W. V. PRESCOTT: You are not telling us news.
H. C. LACEY: We as teschers are in a terribly hard position.
We have got nearly down to bed-rock in the questions that have been
rsl-ed bare; but the students do get right down to knixas24 bed-rock
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on some of these things, and we need to get a little deeper here.
There to people hers at these meetings wh6 do not dare to ask asrtain questions that heve come up in their Minds or in private talks.
-Bet-yeu-kmaw-that-the teacher Is-in-very-difficult position,
On that setter of the capture of Babylon, I have felt free to
nay that I thought the evidence- was that Cirrus- 4i4-tot capture It
that veay, but we would hold the matter in abeyance and simply studyit, Sueoee now that further test tablets would waste to light,, and
other evidence would be brought in to prove indisputably that Cyrus
aid not capture Babylon that way, would k it be right to say that
if there is a revision of that book,-"Patriarchs and Prophets,^ which
Indorses, in one casual sentence, that old view,--the revision_
would be brought into harmony with recently discovered facts?
A. G. DANIELLS: I think that is the position sister White
occupies, I- think that is whatehe has done. Inever understood
that she put infallibility into the historical quotations.
H.

C.

LACEY: But there are some who do understand it_

W. W. PRESCOTT: It is interestin7 tbinew that even a higher
critic likeGeargeAdams- Smith agrees with Bezedetus- (?) on that.
Brother Daniehis was speaking about this question of physical
ournard. evidences,. One of those evidences has been that the eyes
were oean, as you will remember, and this scriptures in the 24th
chapter of Numbers is always referred to, showing that it is in harmony with that, But you read the Revised Version, and you fitip.it
reads, ',And he took up XXI* his parable, and said, Balsam the eon
of Bear saith, Ana the man whose eye was closed gain saith:P Tn
tois text it puts it just the other say.

Then I would not want to

Use that es an ar.rument, that the prophet's eyes mere open.
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A. G. DANIELLS: That is what I mean by referring to secondary
matters.
E. C. LACEY: In our estimate of the spirit of prophecy, isn't
its value to us more in the spiritual

neat it throws into our own

hearts and lives than in the intellectual accuracrinhistorical
and theological matters. Ought, we not to take those writings as the
voice of the Spirit to our hearts, instead of as the voice of the
teacher to our heads? And isn't the final proof of the spirit of
prophecy its spiritual value rather than its historical accuracy?
A. G. DANIELLS: Yes, I think so.'
J. N. ANDERSON: Would you set about to explain things as you
have this morning? Would you explain that you do not think the
Testimonies are, to be taken as final in the matter of historical
data, etc., so as to justify a position?
A. G. DANIELLS: Who gives the teacting in the school'on the
spirit of prophecy? Is it the Bible teoher? Bow do you get that
question before the students?
C. L. TAYLOR: Both Bible and,history teachers catch it,
W. H. WAXERAM: It comes up in every Bible class.
E. C. LACEY: Wouldn't it be a splendid thing if a little pamphlet were written setting forth Ihkesxfants in plain, sikple,
straight-forward style the facts as we have them,--simple, saored
facts,--so that we could put them into the hands of inquiring students?
VOICE: Our enemies would publish it everywhere.
it
C. L. BENSON: I think A would be a splendid thing if our brethren
were a little conservative on these things. We had a man come to
our Union and spend an hour and a half on the evidences of the
spirit of 8 prophecy through Sister White. The impression was con-
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veyed that practically every word that she spoke, and every letter
sne wrote, whether personal or otherwise, was a divine inspiration.
Those things make it awfully hard for our teachers and ministers.
W. G. WIRTH: I want to second what ProfeseorLacey has brought
out, I wish you general men would get out something for us, because
we are the ones that suffer.
W. W. PRESCOTT: To my certain knowledge, a most earnest appeal
was made for that from her office to issue such -a statement, and,
they would not do it.
C. P. BOLLMAN: It wasn't made to her, though.
W. W. PRESCOTT: No, but it was made to those who were handling
her manuscripts,
A. G. DANIELLS: Some of those statements like what Brother
Wilcox read here this morning have been up a number of times, and
Brother White always took a good sensible position.
W. W. PRESCOTT: Brother Wile= had a lettter from Sister
White herself that he read.
"A. G. DANIELLS: When these things were under pretty shape
sharp controversy, W. O. White, for his mother, sent out things
that we bad in our vaults here that greatly modified this, and
helped to smooth out these wrinkles and get a reasonable ground on
which to stand. I do not know but what perhaps the General Conference Committee might appoint a oomtittee to do this, and have
reliable, responsible men that the people do not question at all
take hold of that and bring out these facts. It does seem to me
that in our schools there ought to be an agreement among the
teachers. The history and Bible teachers and others that have to
do with these t- ings should get together and have their stories
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and their- teaching alike, if possible. The truth should be given
to those students, and when you give the truth to them you will
have them founded and established on this without trouble. But
when these-erroneous views are given them, they get a false idea
and then there is danger when an honest man takes the true,side
and states his position.
W. E. HOWELL: It seems to me that the point is of very great
importance. I have been somehwat perplexed on this matter. We
have talked over things very freely and frankly here at the other
meeting and at this, and /-think the teachers here at all satisfied kin as to the place that is to be given to the spirit of
prophecy in its relation to their work. But these teachers, when
they get back to their places of work, will have all kinds of questions put to them, and it has been a question est with me, as to how
far a teacher ought to- to with a class of young people or with an
indiscriminate body to deal with and attempt to bring out the things
that they have heard here and have received and believed for themselves. I think there is where 'the difficulty

is

going to be.

We have only two teachers here out of an entire faculty. Some other
member of the faculty might not be cleared up on these things. Them
may be teachers who are endeavoring to te.ch science out of the
spirit of prophecy; or another teacher who has not had the benefit
of this die cession, may have some other viewpoint. And it really
puts these teachers in a very hard situation. If there is anything
that can be done by way of putting something in the hands of the
teachers eo that they could give the true representation in the
matter, I think it would be a very great help..
W. W. PRESCOTT: Can you explain how it is that two brethren
car: disagree on the inspiratiJn of the Bible, one holding to_the
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verbal inspiration and the other opposed to itifind yet no disturbance be created in the denomination whatever. That situation
48,004 here before us.. But if two brethren take thaeame
tide On the spirit of prophecy, one holding to Verbl
a:inePiraiien,
and the other discrediting it, he that does.not hold to thaverbal,
inspiration is discredited.

•

F. YE, WILCOX: Do you believe that a man who dbesiirt
in the verbal inspiretioe of the Bible believes the Bible/
W. W. PRESCOTT: I do not have any trouble over it at ell.
I have a different view myself. If a man doss not believe in the
verbal inspiration of the Bible, he is still in good standing; but
if he says he does not believe in the verbal inspiration of the
Testimonies, he is discounted right away. I think it- is an unhealthful situation. It puts the spirit ;of prophedy above the Bible.
W. G. WIRTH: Really, that is my biggest problem. I shall
certainly be discredited if 'I go back and give this view. I would
like to see some published statement given out by those who lead
this work so that if that thing should come up there would be some
authority back of it, because I am in for a lot of trouble on that
thing. I would like to see something done, because that education
is going right on, and our students ate being sent out with the
idea that the Testimonies are verbally inspired, and woe be to the
mat out where I am that does not line up to that.
Wow as to health reform: Frequently a student will come to me
and quote what Sister White says about butter. But re serve butter
on our tables right along. And that will bring up about meat, how
under no consideration is that to be eaten, And I know that that is
unreasonable, and there are times when it is necessary to eat meat.
What shall we do about that/ I would like a little light on some

-31of those details, as to whether we ought to take them at full
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value.
A. G. DANIELLS: I am willing to answer part of that, for I
have had it about a thousand times. Take this question of health

?

reform. It is well known from the writings themselves and from
personal contact with Sister White, and from common seam/hat in •
traveling and in At knowledge of different parts of the world-, that
the instruction set forth in the TeStimonies was never intended to, he
ore great wholesale blanket regulation for peoples* eating and
drinking, and it applies to various indiViduals according to their
p hysical condition and according to the situation in which they
find themselves. I have always explained it that way to our ministers in ministers* meetings. We had a ministers' meeting over in
Scandinavia, and we had one man there from thetand of the midnight
sun;1 14 in Hammerfeet-Where you never grow a banana or an apple
or a poach, and hardly even a green thing. It is snow and cold
there nearly all the time, and the people live to a large extent on
fish and various animal foods that they get there. We had sent a
nurse from Christiania up there as a missionary. .He had the strict
idea of the diet according to the Testimonies, and he would not
touch a fish or a bit of reindeer, nor any kind of'animal food, and
he was getting poor; because missionaries that are sent out do not
have much money, and they cannot import fresh fruits; and it was in
the days when even manned goods were not shipped much. The fellow
nearly starved to death. He came down to attend'that meeting, and
he was nearly as wilts as your dress [speaking to Sister Williamsi.
He has hardly any blood in his body. I talked to him, and I said,
'
,Brother Olson, what is the matter with you? We will have to bring

_3E_
Tale
you away from up there if you do not get better. You have no red
blood corpuscles in your blood.' I talked with him :a while, and
finally asked him, "What do you live out'
!Well," he said,
I

live a good deal on the north wind.'

said, 'You look like it, sure enough.*

We sent on talking, and I found oUt that the mmum wasn't eating
much but potatoes and starchy foods,--just a limited dietary; TIwent at him with all the-- terror I could inspire for such foolishness.
-

VOIC21 Did you make may impression?
A. G. DANIELLE: Yes, I did. And 'got other. brethren to join

7 me. We told that man he - would bey-buriedup there if he tried to
live that Nay. We talked with, him straight about it.
When I got batik to this country I talked with Sister White about
it, and she said, uftldon't the people use common sense? Why don't
they know that we are to be governed by the places we are located?'
You will find in a little testimony a caution thrown out, modifying
the extreme statments that were made.:
F. U. WILCOX: Sister White says in a copy of. the Instructor
that there are some classes that she would not say should not
eat some meat.
A. G. DANIELLE: There are very conscientious men and ministers
who

are very mach afraid they will eat something they ought not to.

On that very point Paul says that the kingdom of God is not meat
or drink, but righteousness and peace; and we are working and trying
just as much
to get through to the kingdomaxxxmmaAAinthe ground of works by
eating or not eating as by any other thing in this world. You
never can-put down vegetarianism as the way to heaven. I have been

-33over in India where they are mighty strict about theireating, but .
they do not get righteousness that way.
C. L. TAYLOR: It is true of ail works, isn't-it?I
A. G. DAN/ELLS: Certainly. You take men who-have never allowed apiece of animal food to pass their lips, and spailaf_them
an the- Sat-tyrannical. brutal assn;--and when-ws7try-to, naught
with the/ gospel, *shave to tell these. that is not the.

to-God.

that they will have to come and:believe in the Lord Jesus Christ
and have Usti His righteousness imputed tothem on cOnfeesioi, forgiveness, and all of that. We have people among us that are just
as much in danger of trying to establish this righteousness by
works in the matter ut the dietary as the world has Seen,in any
thing. You know from what 0star flits brought out on the matter
,

•

of righteousness that it watt notion purpose to -put down eating and
drinking yas the way to heaven. It has its place. It is important,
and I would not want to see this denomination swing awaynver 'to
the position of other denominations; but I dunet like to hear of
teaching that would lead this people to fall baokon, eating and
drinking for righteousness, for Paul said that is not the way. I
do not think proper caution was used in putting out some of these
things, and I have told Sister White so.
MRS. WILLIAMS: - You mean in publishing them? •
A. G. DAN/ELLS: Yes, when they were written. I told Sister
White that it seemes to me that if conditions in the arctic regions
and in the heart of China and other places had been taken into aocotnt, some of those things would have been modified. "Why," she
said, "yes, if the people are not going to use their judgment, then
of course we will have to fix it for them.° . it:seemed so sensible
to me. Sister White was never a fanatic; she was never an extrem-
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1st. She was a level-headed woman. She was well-balanced. I found
that so during a period of 40 years of associaton with her, When .
-we were down in Texas, and old- Brother-White, was breaking down, that

woman just got the most beautiful venison every daY to eat, and my
wife oodked -it; and-he would sit-down-and-eat-some oz tat-and-eay,
Eden,- that leAnat the_ttiagt* She did not:hold WE up and make
him live on a diet of starcht I always found her sell balanced.
There are some people who are extremists, who are:fanatical; but
I do not think we should allow those people to fix the platform_
and guide this aenomination. I danot propose to do it, for one.
'And yet I believe that we should use all the caution and all the
care that is set out for the maintenance of health.' .And brethren,
I have tried to do it, but I have not lived all my life on the
strictest dietary set down there. I have had to go all over this
world, and as you know, I have had to be exposed to all the disease germs. I have had to live on a very spare dietary in places
in my travel, and I have lived on wheels, and under great pressure,
and it was prophesied when I want into this in 1901 that I a detade
*o;_ld finish me, and I would either be a broken-down old man on the
shelf or in the grave. That is the way my friends talked, and they
sympathized with me, and regretted that I ever took this position;
but I said to myself, *By the grace of God,./ will live in every
possible way just right as far as I know it, to conserve my strength.'
This is my 19th year, and I am not broken down, and I am not on the
shelf or in the grave. I am strong and well. I am weary, but I
can get rested. I have tried to be honest and to be true to Iks
my sense of what was the right tning to do, and it has kept me well
and strong. That is the basis on which I propose to work. I do not
propose to have any extremist lay down the law to me all as to what

I shall eat up in the heart of China, I propose to use my sense as
to what I ought to eat in those places where youUan not get Ss
a green thing, hardly.
MRS.- WILLIAMS: In the interior -of Africa,. we had,to_000k
everything we ate, so as to kill the germs.
A. G. DANIELLS: Why, yes, in China you must sterilize your
hands and your knife, and if you eat an apple, it must be sterilised
after it is peeled, and even then

s: not-

I do not.

think we have to take an extreme position on the question of the
diet for all olassaa, We ars act all alike. -lbat is good for-one
man is not good for another. I have seen Elder Irwin sit down and
eat two or three raw apples at night just before going to bed; but
at night ,
one appleAmould upset me so that my tongue would be covered with
fur and my bead all swelled up. I would not eat one:if you would
give me five dollars. Icount that health reform, to reject
that which I know injures me and take that *blob I know strengthens
me and maintains me in the strongest physical trim for service, il
hard work. That is my health reform. Raw apples are good for
people that have the right digestion for them; but if a person
hasn't that sort of digestion, he must lay down the law, No raw
apples for him.
That is the way a lot of things got into the Testimonies. They
were many of them written for individuals in various states of
health, and then they were hurried into the Testimonies without
proper modification. That is not to say thtt they are false-things,
but it is to say that they do not apply to every individual the world
over alike. And you can not put a health-reform regime or rule - down
for the whole world alike, because of the different physical con-
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ditions that maintain, That is what-"I tell in•ministers' meetings
and I do not think / destroy the force, of the message at all, only
to the extremist.
BROTHER WODORF: I have had no trouble for over twenty years
with the spirit of prophecy or Frith the Bible. The more I have
studied both the more firmly I have become convinced on this platform. I have read.the whole of higher criticism right throut,
and the other side of it:. There are 60,000 different readings in
the Bible, There are many mistakes that were made in transcribing,
Bow in the mattes of historirml comptlation, I take the Bible and
the spirit of prophecy exactly alike,
A. G. DANIELLS: Here is one illustration of, a mistake in the
Bible: In Samuel it says a man lifted up his hand against BOO men whom he slew; then in Chronicles this same thing is spoken of, and
it says that he lifted up his hand against 300 men, whom he slew.
WALDORF: I have never held up the spirit of prpphecy as being
infallible. But students come to me from different teachers, having different views. One comes gmemx2maissaat and says Professor
Lacey taught me this way, and andther comes from Professor Johnson
to the medical college
who taught him some other way. There are lots of them oomingathat
way from different teachers. They do not know whether every word
of the spirit of prophecy is inspired or not. I teach them this
way: That when this message was first started, God brought this
gift of prophecy into the church, and through this gift God has
approved of the major doctrines that we hold right down from 1844.
I for one hold that the gift of the spirit of prophecy was given to
us in order to get the mold, lest we should trust human reasoning
and modern scholarship, for I believe that mondern scholarship has
gone bankrupt when it comes to Greek and Hebrew.

-37As for meat eating, I haven't touched meat for twenty-one
years; but I buy meat for my wife. I often go into a butcher shop
and get the very best they have in order to.keep her in life. I
never will use the Testimonies as a sledge hammer - o4 my brother.
A. G. DANIELLS: I will tell you one thing, a great victory
will be gained if we get a liberal spirit so that we will treat
brethren who differ-with ua onthe_interpretation-of the Testimonies
in the same Christian way we treat them when theY,differeon,
ths::
interpretation of the Bible. That will be a good deal gained, and
itis worth gaining, I want to tell you, for I have been under
criticism tax ever since the controversy started in Battle Creek,
Isn't it a strange thing that when I and some of my associates
fought that heresy year after year, and we got message after message
from the spirit of prophecy--some of them very comforting and uplifting messages--and all that time we were counted as heretics on
the spirit of prophecy? How do you account for that? Why didn't
the spirit of prophecy geta/ter-us/ I claim that I know• as well as
any man Sanaa whether I believe in the spirit of prophecy- or
not. I do not ask people to accept my views, but I wouldlike
the confidence of brothers where we differ in interpretation. If
we can engender that spirit, it will to a great help; and I believe
we have to teach it rizht in our schools.
Suppose students come to you with questions about the Bible
:hat you do net know what to do with,--or do you always t know? I
would like to go to a teacher for a year that would tell me everything in here that puzzles me! That do you do when students come
to you with such questions?

r. B.

WAKEBAM: I tell them I do not know, and I do not lose

their confidence, either.

'1.224
A. G. BAN/ELLS: Well, when they come to you with something
in the spirit of prophecy that is puzzling, why not say, as Peter
did, that thersare some things-hard. to be understood, .I do not
think that destroys the confidence of the people, aut we hens got
_the_iiiea that we haveirot to just assume

full and complete knowledge

of everything about the spirit of prophecy and take an extreme position in order to be loyal and to be true to it.
W. E. HOWELL: I just want to remark two things. One is on the
question Professor Prescott Raised in out previous meeting as to
why people take these different attitudes toward a man-on the Bibleand din the Testimonies. I am mot philosopher snow-b-to explain
an attitude of that sort, but I do think that the cause of it lies
primarily in the taking of extreme and radical positions. I think
that is where the root of the 'difficulty lies, especially with
reference to the spirit of prophecy.

B

Brother Danielle and Brother Prescott anduthers have come in
here withne and have talked very frankly with us, and I am sure
every man here will say that they have not covered up anything.
They have not withheld from you anything that yom.have asked for
that they could give you in reference to this matter. I do not
doubt that it is your experience as it is mine when I go out 'from
Washington, to hear it said that Brother Danielle or Brother Prescott does not believe the spirit of prophecy.
A. G. DANIELLS: Brother Spicer, too.
W. E. HOWELL: 'Yes, and Brother Spicer. -T feel confident of
this, that as you go out from this council you can be a great help
in setting people straight on these things, and I believe it is our
privilsre to do it, brethren, to help the people on thme points.
Yany of them are sincere and honest in that positiOn[from'cthat
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have heard. I think it is our dutyto help such persons all we can

as Be meet them.
C. L. BENSON: Is thisaublect-goingto be-dropped. hero? From_
what Brother Banielle has said, I know what it is going to mean to
serra ourschhels-and-terour General
would be unfair to us as teachers toghback and w ke.any statement.
Letters hone_ already come in,'asking about the general man with
reference to interpreting the spirit of prophecy. I do not think

it is fair for us to go out and try to state the position of our
General Conference men, - On the other hand, I know the feeling and
doctrine as taught in our conferences, and they are the Bible
te_chers of the people; and if our Bible and history teachers take
these liberal position on the spirit of prophecy cur stools are
going to be at variance entirely with the field. Our people are
beginning to wonder about the condition our schools are in. They
say they read in the Review of this spirit of paganism, and: they
say those articles surely would not'have been punished in the
Review if these conditions did not exist in our own schools? Whyi
what would they be putting it in the Review for if that were not the
case?

That is a fact, many of our people take the position that

those artioles were written because ofhonditions existing in our

own schools. I think we ought to get down to a solution of this
thing if we can, and start some kind of a campaign of education.
Out in the field we have stressed the importance of the spirit of
prophecy more than the Bible, and many of our men are doing it
right along. Tney tell of the wonderful phenomena, and many times
they get their entire sermon from the spirit of prophecy instead
of the Bible. If a break comes between our schools and the field
we are in a serious place.

T. M. FRENCH: I believe it would help us a:
great,deal if
some general statement were issued, and if some of this matter
that has-been-brought up-could.-- be-gAven,-esets,showinaithat-we-

are not shifting oil/ position, that we are viewing-the spirit of:
p4opheorarit-has-been-viewedelaW-1-belleva-it-would-help
to settle the situation in our Easbt* conferentes and woaldhwa
great help both to the conferences. and to the stools. I am sure_
from what has been read here of letters and, resolutions of the past

that we have not shifted our positien„-but'the matter is just up
again; and if we could get out statements as to our attitude all
along, and restate the matter, I beliveit would do Much-good.

5

W. E. WELL: The next topic we have is a consideration- or

,
how to teach the spirit of prophecy in our schools. In our remota
general educational contention we provided for a semester's work„

in the curriculum in this subject; I think we ought to take ten
mire tes' intermission, and then take up this topic), which will

give oppottuaity for further questions along this line.
---000---

